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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Juanjo58 has contributed to the dictionary with 13 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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benching
Benching, of the English banqueado ( Bench, bench ). Send a player to the bench. Exclude to something or someone
from the task that is exercising.

blumer
American English Blumer bloomer.

cocarda
P {margin-bottom: 0. 21cm;}<p style="margin-bottom: 0cm">A cocarda or cucarda is an award, circle of fabric pleated
with two ribbons hanging. It is a prize or trophy for someone or something.

cumare
The word Moré comes from the Italian comare ( bride ). In several dialects Italian say Moré. That Word is used in
several countries, as for example France to define a person

dentrifico
Toothpaste is simply paste to clean the teeth.

egotica
Egotism, feeling exaggerated of her own personality.

guaje
At the beginning of mining in Asturias, exploited by the Asturian Mining Company with headquarters in London, works
used to be distributed in the following manner: men chipped away at the coal, transportation with horses, donkeys or
mules did women and young people were in charge of washing, which the British called them did washer ( washer )??
Hence proved to Guaxe or Guaje.????

kuiper
P {margin-bottom: 0. 21cm;}The Kuiper belt is a group of planetoids of the outer shaft of our solar system.

limitar terreno
Limited land is, if you have a thing to do and there are several possibilities, eliminate that you are sure that they will not
to the case.

que es instaurar
Establish, set up something new, for example a law or a system of work.

sistema de geografico de variadex
He variadex actually is a system of file that you can use in all them branches is virtual or physically. For example in
geography. If we have data that archiving of countries do wholesale to retail. For example, country, Spain. Region,
Andalusia. Cadiz province. Region of the Janda. Judicial district, Barbate. Locality, Zahara of the tunas and here put all
them data of Zahara of them tuna.



trisecular
Trisecular is a period of three centuries.

uveicha
In Asturias a uveicha is a sheep.


